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Abstract: Maintaining the routing information for an infrastructure less network of MANET is considered as a complicated task. So
many protocols deals with this routing updates like AODV, DSR, and TORA. During this route construction sometimes the route failure
occurs & route repairing mechanism has to be initiated whenever it is required. Now this failed route has to be replaced before the loss
of data. Considering AODV there are two approaches which deal with this link breakage. Link breaks between the routes can be handled
either by reformation of new shortest route from the source to destination (Complete Source Repair), or intermediate route (Partial
Local Route Repair) is formed. One of the key challenges in this context is that which one of the two is best and when to apply which of
the two route repair strategies. In existing algorithm standard AODV uses a fixed hop count based threshold as a basis for deciding
when to invoke Local Repair or Source Repair in case of a link break. The problem arises with this type of repairing mechanism is that
the network is not clear that at which time what algorithms needs to be applied. So some condition has to be identified on the basis of
which the decision can be taken. Also the decision must be pre-emptive so that the loss of data can be avoided before occurrence. This
work proposes a novel Threshold Alarm Based Preemptive Route Repair Algorithm (TAB-PRRA) for Multi-Hop Local repair in AODV.
It focuses on measuring those parameters which provides prior information (Preemptive) of link failure before its occurrence and also if
the link break occurs that the network must know the time to start the route discovery.
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1. Introduction

2. Background

Mobile ad hoc network (MANET) is the most innovative
and challenging area of wireless networking. MANET is an
autonomous collection of mobile users that communicate
over relatively band width constrained wireless links. Some
situations in which user-required infrastructure is not
available, cannot be installed, or cannot be installed in time
in a given geographic area. In these situations, mobile ad hoc
network provides the needed connectivity and network
services.

With changing technology mobile devices getting smaller,
cheaper, more convenient, and more powerful, they also run
more applications and network services. All of these factors
are fueling the explosive growth of the mobile computing
equipment market seen today. New alternative ways to
deliver connectivity have been gaining increased attention in
recent years. These are focused around having mobile
devices within the transmission range connect to each other
through automatic configuration, setting up an ad hoc mobile
network that is both flexible and powerful. By this way,
mobile nodes communicate with each other and receive
Internet services through an Internet gateway node,
effectively extending both network and Internet services to
non infrastructure [15, 16].

Routing in MANET is a Dynamic Optimization Problem as
the search space changes over time. The routing policy is
defined as the rule that specifies what node to take next at
each decision node to reach the destination node. Due to the
time varying nature of the topology of the networks,
traditional routing techniques such as distance-vector and
link-state algorithms that are used in fixed networks, cannot
be directly applied to mobile ad hoc networks. The
constraints of MANETs demand the need of specialized
routing algorithms that can work in a decentralized and selforganizing way. The routing protocol of a MANET must
dynamically adapt to the variations in the network topology.
The routing scheme in a MANET can be classified into two
major categories – Proactive and Reactive [1]. The proactive
or table driven routing protocols maintain routes between all
node pairs all the time. It uses periodic broadcast
advertisements to keep routing table up-to-date. This
approach suffers from problems like increased overhead,
reduced scalability and lack of flexibility to respond to
dynamic changes. The reactive or on-demand approach is
event driven and the routing information is exchanged only
when the demand arises. The routing is initiated by the
source.

2.1 Ad hoc On-Demand Distance Vector Routing
AODV is an on-demand, single path, loop-free distance
vector protocol [2]. It combines the on-demand route
discovery mechanism in DSR with the concept of destination
sequence numbers from DSDV. However, unlike DSR
which uses source routing, AODV takes a hop-by-hop
routing approach. Below we give an overview of some key
features of the AODV protocol required for the development
of AOMDV in the following section.
2.2 Route Discovery and Route Maintenance
In on-demand protocols, route discovery procedure is used
by nodes to obtain routes on an ‘as needed’ basis. In AODV,
route discovery works as follows. Whenever a traffic source
needs a route to a destination, it initiates a route discovery by
flooding a route request (RREQ) for the destination in the
network and then waits for a route reply (RREP) [3]. When
an intermediate node receives the first copy of a RREQ
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packet, it sets up a reverse path to the source using the
previous hop of the RREQ as the next hop on the reverse
path. In addition, if there is a valid route available for the
destination, it unicasts an RREP back to the source via the
reverse path; otherwise, it re-broadcasts the RREQ packet.
Duplicate copies of the RREQ are immediately discarded
upon reception at every node. The destination on receiving
the first copy of a RREQ packet forms a reverse path in the
same way as the intermediate nodes; it also unicasts a RREP
back to the source along the reverse path. As the RREP
proceeds towards the source, it establishes a forward path to
the destination at each hop. Route maintenance is done by
means of route error (RERR) packets [3, 4]. When an
intermediate node detects a link failure (via a link-layer
feedback, e.g.), it generates a RERR packet. The RERR
propagates towards all traffic sources having a route via the
failed link, and erases all broken routes on the way. A source
upon receiving the RERR initiates a new route discovery if it
still needs the route. Apart from this route maintenance
mechanism, AODV also has a timer-based mechanism to
purge stale routes.
2.3 Review of Local Link Repairing Protocol
With the help of above mentioned control packets AODV
initiate route request on demand by sending RREQ and get
available path by RREP. Freshness of route is maintained
with the help of sequence number. Error in route is detected
by hello message; in case of route error RERR message is
generated by the node detecting route failure. Original
AODV does not exploit the fast and localized partial route
recovery method. It does not have any mechanism to find
alternate path (figure 1) in between the transmission link.
Many other researchers worked in the direction of route
maintenance if it has link breakage during the transmission
of data [5].
We are going to develop an on-demand, multipath distance
vector routing protocol for mobile ad hoc networks.
Specifically, we propose multipath extensions to a wellstudied single path routing protocol known as ad hoc ondemand distance vector (AODV) [6]. The protocol
guarantees loop freedom and disjointness of alternate paths.
In future Performance comparison of our proposed route
repair with AODV using ns-2 simulations shows that AODV
is able to effectively cope with mobility-induced route
failures. In particular, it reduces the packet loss by up to
40% and achieves a remarkable improvement in the end-toend delay (often more than a factor of two). Our proposed
mechanism will also reduce routing overhead by about 30%
by reducing the frequency of route discovery operations.

3. Related Study
In 2005 Hui-Yao An, Ling Zhong, Xi-Cheng Lu, and Wei
Peng proposed A Cluster-Based Multipath Dynamic Source
Routing in MANET (CMDSR) that is designed to be
adaptive according to network dynamics [12]. It uses the
hierarchy to perform Route Discovery and distributes traffic
among diverse multiple paths. The CMDSR is based on a 2level hierarchical scheme: the 1-cell cluster and 2-server
cluster. The main idea of this proposition is to transfer the
Route Discovery procedure to the 2-server level to prevent

the network flooding due to the DSR Route Discovery.
Thus, Route Discovery does not require flooding mechanism
and overhead is minimized and improve the networks
scalability. The route overhead increases significantly with
an increasing node density and a significant number of nodes
in the plane structure, so the scalability is hard.
In 2010 Zhiming Xu, Yu Wang and Jingguo Zhu proposes
an approach based on the ODMRP (On-Demand Multicast
Routing Protocol) in MANET (Mobile Ad hoc Network), a
reliable ODMRP (R-ODMRP) is proposed for preferable
throughput and especially suited for high-speed MANET,
which includes packet acknowledgement, lost packet
recovery, secure authentication and QoS based packet
delivery [10]. With the exploration of active network, RODMRP constructs the multicast routing based on the
cluster, establishes a distributed mechanism of the
acknowledgment
and recovery of packet delivery. Along with cluster key
distributed in one cluster, this protocol can authenticate the
consistency of multicast source and receivers depending on
local security strategy. The specific mesh links are
adaptively chosen by virtue of the descriptive QoS vectors
meanwhile, the forwarding nodes can flexibly schedule
different multicast packets according to the types of the
multicast applications. The performance of the proposed
schemes is evaluated based on the network simulator and
achieves a significant improvement.
In 2011 Jyoti Jain, Roopam Gupta and T.K. Bandhopadhyay
gives a general survey of research on local repair of link, if it
is broken during communication for MANET and proposes a
new local repair scheme in order to make up the deficiency
of the existing local repair schemes. The improved local
repair scheme concerns about the over head requirement and
end to end delay in transmission. Nodes are required to keep
the next two-hop node address for each route entry in routing
table. During local repair, the repairing node use Ant
algorithm for finding new route for next to next node in the
link considering that other part of the link is already in
existence. Reduced size of F-ANT and B-ANT will give
significant reduction in overhead [4]. In this case repairing
node not only tries to discover the route to the destination
node of data packet, but also attempts to establish the route
to its downstream node (i.e. the next hop node). The
proposed algorithm will be highly adaptive, scalable and
efficient and mainly reduces end-to-end delay in high
mobility cases.
In 2003 Srdjan Krco and Marina Dupcinov proposed
Improved Neighbor Detection Algorithm for AODV Routing
Protocol for the improvement of link quality [7]. This
algorithm is developed to check the quality of link as a
function of SNR. Link with better quality factor are selected
for the communication, In this algorithm only good
neighbors are kept in routing tables all routes are established
over good quality links. This ensures that both broadcast and
unicast messages have equal chances of being received
correctly regardless of the used transmission rate.
Ionut D. Aron et al [8] proposed a localized route repair
(LRR) technique, which repairs a route on the fly as soon as
it is broken and eliminates the need for network-wide
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flooding. LRR technique resulted in an enormous reduction
in overhead when simulated on an event driven packet level
simulator and results in nearly 30 percent overhead savings.
This technique improves other network characteristics as
well.
Sergio Crisstomo, et. al. proposes an extension to the AODV
protocol, denoted Preemptive Local Route Repair (PLRR)
[7], that aims to avoid route failures by preemptively local
repairing routes when a link break is about to occur. This
protocol is to enhance node’s information concerning link
stability to its neighbors resorting to HELLO messages.
These messages are appended with a mobility extension
containing the node’s position, motion vector and an
associated timestamp. This mobility information will be used
to predict the instant a link between two neighbors will
break. This proposal does not take into account the sender
and destination location information, as other location aided
routing protocols. This proposal aims at improving the
AODV Quality of Service capabilities by minimizing route
failure.
In 2011 S R. Azzuhri, M Portmann, W L Tan proposes a
novel decision based method for link repairing &
identification of repairing algorithm. According to this
AODV uses a fixed Local Repair threshold in terms of
number of hops from the destination where a link break
occurs, to determine if to invoke Source Repair or Local
Repair. This Paper define a Local Repair Threshold
parameter that determines how far along the end-to-end path
that a link break needs to occur in order to initiate Local
Repair, as opposed to Source Repair [9]. The simulation
results show that the optimal choice of the Local Repair
Threshold, in terms of Packet Delivery Ratio depends on the
network load.

4. Problem Statement
Ad hoc Networks are wireless networks without any fixed
infrastructure. The network topology changes frequently and
unpredictably due to the random movement of the nodes.
The Ad Hoc on Demand Distant Vector Routing (AODV)
protocol works in a dynamic fashion, by establishing a route
on demand and continues that route until it breaks [11]. This
movement of nodes & heavy traffic of data packets the link
failure occurs. In existing AODV protocol the detection of
this unpredictable nature of node is not identified. Along
with that decision of selecting the repairing mechanism is
not clarified. While considering the repairing mechanism the
link failure gives a triggering of new route discovery
mechanism. Thus we required a pre-emptive approach which
is been able to detect the link failure before its occurrence
[15]. This is done by the link parameters like node energy,
link strength, packet delivery ratio etc. Even if the link break
occurs than this work will make an active decision of how
the algorithm is been selected accordingly.
1
2
3
4
5
6

To Provides Loop Free Route Discovery
To Provide Reputation Free Routes
To Provide Preemptive Route Failure Detection.
To identify the link Break Condition
To better take the decision of which route repair
mechanism
To Provide an break free routing which saves cost, Time

& Energy
4.1 Parameter Identified for Link Decision:
The predictive approach will shows that a flexible,
parameterized and adaptive approach to choosing the Local
Repair Threshold, can improve the Packet Delivery Ratio by
up to 37% (in absolute terms), compared to the approach
employed by standard AODV [13]. It also gives a clear
description for using such a fixed threshold as a basis for the
decision making is suboptimal, since the optimal choice of
the threshold depends on the level of network load. This
work have demonstrated that an optimal choice of the
threshold TLR can result in a significant performance
improvement, compared to both the fixed threshold used in
AODV, and the Source Repair only approach taken by
DYMO [15].
This paper makes a use of a more flexible, parameterized
and adaptive choice of route repair strategies than is
implemented by current MANET and Wireless Mesh routing
protocols such as AODV.
4.2 Problem Identify
One of the key open research questions, which these papers
have not addressed, is how to determine the optimal Local
Repair Threshold TLR for different network scenarios and
different levels of network load. This is the main focus of
our proposed TAB-PRRA having multi-hop link failure
identification for Local repair in AODV.
Characteristics of ad hoc networks include resource-poor
devices, limited bandwidth, high error rates, and a
continually changing topology. Among the available
resources, battery power is typically the most constraining.
Hence, routing protocol must have Minimal control
overhead, Minimal processing overhead, Multi-hop routing
capability, Dynamic topology maintenance and Loop
prevention. Many proactive and reactive routing are already
in existence [17]. The routing tables of the nodes within the
neighborhood are organized to optimize response time to
local movements and provide quick response time for
requests for establishment of new routes. Primary objectives
of this algorithm are [18]:
-To broadcast discovery packets only when necessary [14].
-To distinguish between local connectivity management,
neighborhood detection and general topology maintenance.
-To disseminate information about changes in local
connectivity to those neighboring mobile nodes that is
likely to need the information.

5. Proposed TAB-PRRA Method
In this proposed TAB-PRRA mechanism a routing path is
constructed when a node needs to communicate with other
network in its specific range. Communication starts with
route discovery for data transmission from source to
destination. If route exists then data is directly sent otherwise
a new route request (RREQ) is been flooded in the network.
Then the destination node replies with a route reply packet
(RREP). After successful retrieval of route reply new route
can be formed.
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In some cases few of the link is been disconnected or broken
due to environmental factors. Due to that data loss occurs.
Thus the link needs to be verified before the data
transmission. If the link break occurs then the decision must
be taken at proper time to initiate source repair or local
repair mechanism.
For achieving the above mentioned goals this work focuses
on a novel Threshold Alarm based pre-emptive route repair
algorithm (TAB-PRRA). In this initially a source node send
the Hello packet to measure the current status on the link &
nodes. This Hello packet contains Battery Life, TTL Value
& Node mobility field o the basis of which some average
threshold value is calculated. After this rank is been given to
each links representing their strength. During the data
transmission if the value of threshold for this mentioned link
is below than the defined average threshold then new route
discovery is initiated giving the pre-emptive signal of future
link break, but the route is still continue. Again if the value
of this strength is lower than this min (min (threshold)) than
route will be changed and an alarm message is been issued
to each node so that updating can be done in routing table.
After this pre-emptive approach decision is taken to initiate
the link repair either source or local repair. This decision is
based on the network value in distance covered by
transmitted data packet. If the failure occurs at neighbor
nodes of source than the source repair is initiated otherwise
the local repair can work smoothly. The proposed algorithm
is mentioned below:
5.1 Threshold Alarm Based Preemptive Route Repair
Algorithm (TAB-PRRA)
The complete scenario for the proposed approach is executed
in 3 step algorithms. These are:
Shortest Path Algorithm
1. Start with the Node Creation for First User.
2. Created nodes are classified by Co-ordinates(X, Y).
3. After this the scenario is generated for communication
4. Every node has a pre-defined range, in which it can
detect the presence of other nodes. The following
strategy is adopted when a node needs to find a path to
an unknown destination.
5. Identification of Nodes transmission range by 4
Quadrant Clock techniques.
a. Check the range in Positive Quadrant Clockwise
Direction
b. Check the range in Negative Quadrant Clockwise
Direction
c. Check the range in Down Positive Quadrant
Clockwise Direction
d. Check the range in Down Negative Quadrant
Clockwise Direction
6. This approach is particularly useful in determining the
shortest path (minimum number of hops) to the
destination.
5.2 Transmission of Data Form Source to Destination
Algorithm
1. Next, the user requests for the transmission of data from
the source to the destination.
2. Node S wants to communicate with D

3.

Initiate route identification mechanism
a. If D is a neighbor of S
b. Route available for data transmission
4. Otherwise S Checks its routing table for its neighbor.
5. If no route is present
6. Start new route discovery
7. Source S sends new RREQ to its entire neighbor.
8. This message is flooded till D receives this.
9. After this D reply with RREP.
10. Communication Starts.
5.3 Preemptive Route Repair Algorithm (TAB-PRRA)
1.

Each node measures the link strength after every 10 sec.
a. This value gives the threshold on the basis of
following parameters
b. Threshold (Battery power, Packet delivery Ratio, TTL
Value, No of Packet Relayed, Node Mobility within
the range)
Threshold = [Initial Battery Power + (Packet deliver in
Unit Time/ Total number of Packet) + Total Time
Taken by Packet +Total number of packet relayed+
Mobile Nodes in a network] * (40/100)
2. We then investigate what the optimal choice is of this
threshold for a range of network scenarios. We define the
link break location parameter llb as follows:
llb = (hop index of broken link / Total number of hops in
Path)
3. Each node shares this information & gives rank to every
other node & link.
4. If the links condition < min threshold
c. Initiate new route discovery
5. End If threshold< min (min threshold)
d. Issue Route Change Alarm message to source
e. Each node shares this message & updates their routing
table.

6. Performance Evaluation
In future Implementation & result analysis via various
graphs & process monitoring we proves that our protocol
performs better than the original (AODV), in terms of the
packet delivery rate, average hops and packet loss. Our
proposed routing protocol constructs the alternative route
with the optimal route in the On Demand Rank scheme when
there is a link failure between any two nodes.
1
2

3
4
5
6
7
8

The above proposed approach will be able to detect a
pre-emptive link failure.
Strength of link can be used as status & if the failure in
future is confirmed an emergent alarm message is
issued to each node of network.
Loss of data can be saved by early failure detection
Sensing of channel can be done easily by hello message
Time based transmission can be done
Rank of the link can be used in routing
Unnecessary retransmission of data can be minimized
Battery utilization can be achieved

Performance measurement of above proposed approach is
shown with the help of metrics like
Control overhead: - The control overhead is defined as the
total number of routing control packets normalized by the
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total number of received data packets.
Average end-to-end delay: - The end-to-end-delay is
averaged over all surviving data packets from the sources to
the destinations.
Battery power: - It shows the total battery power consumed
while maintaining this pre-emptive link break approach
Packet delivery Ratio: - It shows the total number of packet
delivered successfully
TTL Value: - It is the total time required to travel in between
intermediate nodes.
No of Packet Relayed: - This can be used to analyse the
traffic load & number of packet relayed which causes the
link break.
Node Mobility within the range: - It shows the possible
occurrence of event related to node motion which also link
breaks.

[5]

[6]

[7]

[8]

[9]

7. Conclusion
The proposed mechanism will shows an improved
performance & a better fault tolerant data transmission at
different nodes. It is a futuristic extension to the modified
AODV protocol so as to achieve better & pre-emptive link
repair. Also the decision making of which repairing
mechanism to be used at what condition can also be
stimulated through the proposed TAB-PRRA. The
alternative route construction process could be initiated at
any time, not just when a route has failed. The dynamically
constructed alternative route’s information is passed on to
the upstream nodes, which then determine by themselves
when to direct their packets to the ‘‘optimal’’ alternative
route. Thus by applying the threshold based approach and an
alarm generation at early stages of link failure will definitely
provide the better result in future
As a future work, improvement in the proposed scheme can
be accomplished in terms of both control traffic with
minimum data loss incurred and resulting gain in path
optimality by our proposed TAB-PRRA. Indeed, the
proposed scheme detects the best links based on its strength,
if any, only between the nodes which are located 2-hop away
to each other. Therefore, as a next step, we would like to
develop a route repairing & optimization scheme which is
able to detect prior link failures between any pair of nodes
on a connection. Finally, such a fault tolerance route repair
scheme can lead for effective transmission without worrying
about the path optimality & link condition, which has been
addressed as a problem in local recovery operations.
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